What does a director look for at auditions?
VOCAL QUALITIES pitch, articulation and projection
MOVEMENT do you explore the stage directions indicated
in your script CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT do you embody
the character IMAGINATION and CREATIVITY your unique
interpretation of language and character EXPRESSIVENESS
is it in your words? your face? your body? HONESTY are
you reacting and speaking as your character would? THEN
we look at things like height, age, and hair color to think
about what role you might fit into and which of the other
people that auditioned might match up with you. WHAT
TO PREPARE: Recommended Audition Song Choices:
Songs should be from the Musical or Movie. Anyone
considering Belle should prepare the song HOME from the
musical.
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About the Production

Workshop & Audition dates

BUGSY: Two gangs in a fictitious city populated
only by children are in a rivalry of Capone-ian
standards. Dandy Dan’s gang has gotten the
upper hand since acquiring the “splurge” gun (a
weapon that shoots whip cream). Bugsy
Malone, a one-time boxer, is thrust into the
limelight when he becomes the last chance Fat
Sam’s gang has of surviving. All Bugsy really
wants to do is spend time with his new love,
Blousey… but that just isn’t in the cards for our
hero. .

Our first Workshop and Auditions will be held
on: August 7, 9:00-12:00

The mission of the 2NDSTAGE Youth Theatre is to provide
production-based theatre education opportunities for
children ages 5-17 to grow and develop as performers.
Therefore, each child who signs up for the class will
participate as a performer in the production. Auditions
take place at the end of the first day of class in order to
assign roles, but every child who signs up for the class will
be cast in the show in a performance capacity.

NO OPEN TOED SHOES, FLIP FLOPS, CROCS
Permitted. SHOES MUST BE WORN AT ALL
TIMES. You will NOT be allowed to participate
otherwise.

*Education Fee Required (Workshops are Saturdays 9
– 10:00, then Production rehearsals begin until Noon)
How Do I Register and Remit Payment?
Simple, go to www.2ndstage77.com, click the box
office tab, select EDUCATION FEE, proceed to check
out. After your payment has been completed please
download and print your Registration Forms located
under the PRODUCTIONS tab, fill out and turn in at
the first workshop. NO ONE is permitted to
participate without their completed form and signed
release. Sorry we DO NOT accept Checks.
You receive Approx. 20 hours of Workshop. Workshop helps the
student hone their skills and talents for on-stage performances.
You are NOT charged for rehearsal time.

$285 for First Sibling
$165 for Each Additional Sibling
*Each student receives a FREE Production T Shirt
*Summer Intensive - Separate program and Fees

When will you announce the cast?
The target announcement is 3 days after the first
Workshop & Auditions, and all forms and fees have
been remitted, via EMAIL.

at The 2NDSTAGE THEATRE.
What is the Dress Code?
Wear comfortable clothing that allows you to
move without risk of injury. Plain black yoga
pants and a t shirt are wonderful choices. Make
sure you wear closed toed shoes and if you have
jazz or other dance shoes please bring them
with you and change into them upon arrival.

What do I bring to workshop/rehearsals?
Water, materials needed for that day, snack,
water, a pencil and Smile!
When and where are rehearsals? Where and
when does, the show perform?
Evenings during the week and Saturdays for ALL
CAST - at the 2NDSTAGE Theatre. Your MAIN
FOCUS is Saturdays 9-Noon.
Production Dates: See Above
How many people will be cast?
EVERYONE gets a part!
How do I know when to rehearse?
Google Calendar is BEST!
What if I have conflicts with the rehearsal
schedule?
Easy – Just email Mr. Tim!

